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Women's Images Effaced: The
Literary Portrait in
Seventeenth-Century France
NINA EKSTEIN
Trinity University, San Antonio

The literary portrait was extremely popular in France for a number of years
during the mid-seventeenth century.1 With roots in salon society, the portrait
became a genre in its own right during this period and was eventually
incorporated in numerous other genres such as novels, memoirs, theater, and
sermons. In this study, I will consider the close association between the initial
vogue of portraiture and women, and examine the advantages and problems
posed by the genre for women authors. I will trace the evolution of the literary
portrait during the seventeenth century, in particular, the manner in which
women were progressively dissociated from portraiture. Finally, I will
consider how seventeenth-century portraiture is discussed in twentieth
century criticism, focusing specifically on the role assigned to women in the
history of the genre. The scope of this article will not allow for a rehabilitation
of the mid-seventeenth-century portrait on aesthetic grounds. The focus will
rather be the exploration of how a significant body of work, largely composed
by women, has been denigrated and eclipsed in its own time as well as in our
time for reasons which often seem more related to the sex of the authors than
to the merits of the texts.
The literary portrait did not originate in the seventeenth century. Its roots
go back to antiquity with such authors as Plutarch and Suetonius. In baroque
literature, metaphor-laden descriptions of individuals are a frequent com
ponent of poetry. The popularity of the mid-century portrait dates from Mlle
de Scudery's Le Grand Cyrus (1649-1653), and flourished with the appearance
of collections such as the Divers portraits (1659) and the Recueil de portraits et
eloges (1659). The type of portraiture represented in these works is known by a
variety of terms: the "portrait galant," the "portrait mondain," and the
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"portrait prCcieux." Why did this form become so strongly associated with
women? In what ways does literary portraiture reflect concerns particular to
women in the mid-seventeenth century? In order to answer these questions, it
is useful to begin by examining the historical context in which they flourished.
The aptness of the association of women with the mid-century vogue of
portraiture is easily demonstrated by examining the gender of both the
authors and objects of portraiture. In Mlle de Montpensier's Divers portraits,
only 8 men contribute to the 59 portraits, and 43 of the portraits describe
women. Faith Beasley notes the preponderance of women in the portraits:
"the volume in fact appears to be dedicated to depicting women within
society, and to valorizing the salon milieu and female initiative" (527). In
Barthelemy's 1860 edition, La Galeri.e des Portraits,2 only 39 of the identified 112
portraitists are men, as are 32 of the 157 objects. Women dominate every
category: 80% of the objects, 65% of identified portraitists, 73% of self
portraits. In the case of Mlle de Scudery's novels, Le Grand Cyrus and Clilie,
Rebecca Tingle Keating notes that of the approximately 180 portraits, there
are more than one and a half times as many depictions of women as of men
(138).3 Even the portraits found in the letters of Madame de Sevigne (which do
not properly belong to this period, as their chronology extends far beyond the
moment of the portrait's popularity) depict women more frequently than men
(see Verdier 71). There is no question that in the popular imagination and in
the texts themselves the "portraits mondains" are strongly associated with
women.
The vogue of portraiture takes place not merely in the isolation of the salon
or in the fairyland of the heroic novel, but also within the context of a
particular political reality. This reality - the Regency of Anne d'Autriche, the
Fronde, the approach of absolutism, and the growing impotence of the
nobility - suggests two opposing interpretations concerning the significance
of the portrait form. Sandra Dijkstra presents literary portraits as products of
the nobility, rather than specifically of women, a symbolic revolt against the
erosion of the nobility's power (22-24; see also Harth 70). The issue of
women's discourse is not absent, however, merely implicit; the nobility's loss
of power represents castration, a feminization of the nobility after their defeat
in the Fronde. They now share in the traditional political powerlessness of
women and thus are reduced to a passive, self-reflective activity: portraiture.
In a more positive light, the historical context suggests an empowerment of
women, implying the strength to create a literary genre. In this interpretation,
the political power of a woman, Anne d'Autriche, may be linked to the
presence of a distinctly female voice. According to Domna Stanton, the period
of disorder exemplified by the Fronde and the Regency is associated with
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female deviation (125; see also Plantie 353). Portraiture reigns at a moment
when men do not control political reality and thus cannot fully control
discourse. The political context therefore suggests a link between portraiture
and women in either interpretation. Differences arise concerning whether this
link is to be coded positively or negatively.
The literary portrait may also be situated by its close ties with preciosity.
Certain stylistic and linguistic features are shared by both (see Keating 284)
as well as a focus on the particular rather than the general (Beasley 531; Harth
105). And, of course, both preciosity and portraiture are commonly associated
with women, in fact with specific women. Finally, both have been mercilessly
ridiculed and satirized. While an association between the two is often made, it
has not been examined in any depth. The links between the literary genre and
the vaguely constituted social/intellectual group are complex and deserve
more attention.
Portraiture constituted a positive form for women in many ways. Most
obvious is the simple fact that it gave many women a voice. Women were
allowed to express themselves, describing others or themselves. There seemed
to have been no hesitation to commit pen to paper, and the widespread
activity of writing such descriptions gave rise to many published portraits
(Plantie 229-66). The importance of such expression of the self should not be
underestimated. Women thus assumed the role of author/authority and
thereby claimed knowledge and expertise. 4
Literary portraits were traditionally used, whether in painted or written
form, to glorify and ennoble the object (Harth 83-87, 120). Consider, for
example, the heroic painted portraits of the early seventeenth century: in
dividuals were depicted as specific mythological heroes (e.g., Rubens
portrayed Marie de Medici as the Roman war goddess Bellona) in order to
assert the individual's glory. Such portraits were in no way perceived as ridi
culous. Furthermore, by their very nature, portraits are positive because they
are a gesture of immortality. The individual is preserved in a portrait, beyond
the vicissitudes of time or events. 5
Finally, the vast majority of the portraits of this period are positive in tone.
Women describe and are described in highly favorable and even idealized
terms. While sometimes immoderate in their praise, portraitists propound a
positive image of each other. The literary portrait provided a means for
women in the seventeenth century to speak out while establishing their
identity in an enduring and affirmative fashion.
The association of this group of portraits with women is in part based upon
context. The vogue of portraiture has its roots in salon society, a milieu
strongly associated with women (Orenstein 78). Indeed, seventeenth-century
,
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salons, while open to men, were led by women. For privileged women of the
seventeenth

century, attendance at a salon is an activity that had validity only

insofar as it was repeated. The experience acquired meaning not through

goal-oriented activity, but rather through the repeated act of conversation with
and observation of one's peers. The portrait, lacking in chronology and linear
narrative thrust, may be viewed as the written record of such observations.
While the literary portrait is often accused of being formulaic, in fact its
structure is unsettlingly open. Physical description traditionally proceeds from
head to toes, but the placement of such description itself within the portrait is
completely at the author's discretion. There are no norms for how a portrait is
to begin, and certainly none for an ending (a portrait, being a description, is
an inherently open-ended form) (Hamon 47). The traditional structure of
beginning-middle-end6 is absent. Plantie notes a lack of concern for issues of
structure: "if the writer forgets a comment along the way, s/he simply picks
up the subject again; writers repeat what they have already said; they ramble
on; it's the revenge of disorder on order, of conversation on oration, of free
expression on rhetoric" (292). The literary portrait itself becomes progressively
more independent during this period, even within the context of a novel,
thereby undermining larger structural unity. Maurice Lever notes how the
portrait begins to break loose from narrative action in Le Grand Cyrus, and how
that independence is even greater in Clilie: "the portraits are isolated, sep
arated by the narrative with which they sometimes have only distant and vague
ties" (128).7
*

It must be admitted at this point that the portrait, considered both as form
and as historical phenomenon, offers serious problems for women as well as
advantages. These problems are closely tied to the very advantages we have
discussed. Women find a voice in the portrait form. But the strength of their
voice, and consequently, of their authority, is compromised to some degree by
the ambiguity of the status of the text: are the portraits public or private
discourse? Public discourse involves communicating a text to a broad
audience; specifically, in this case, publishing one's text under one's own
name. Private discourse is highly restricted in audience, destined for a few
known readers. Literary portraiture as practiced in the mid-seventeenth
century has strong links to private discourse; the connection to public
discourse is often undermined by the circumstances of publication or even by
the author herself.
The private side of portraiture is not difficult to perceive. Its vogue took
place within the confines of the salon, an essentially intimate environment,
however often copied, and whatever the social milieu. The members of the
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group described each other for each other. Even the portraits in Mlle de
Scudery's novels can be said to be private insofar as the referents of each
portrait are known only to a select group of initiates.
In the Divers portraits, the writers often excuse the fact that they are writing
by insisting that they were commanded to do so. Plantie recognizes the
significance of such statements: "the order to paint or to paint oneself is often
essential; it alone frees the writer from timidity, from modesty; it alone gives
free rein to the secret desire to write which is usually checked by the rules of
society, of civility" (270).8 Writers not only offer excuses, but they also pretend
that their discourse is private. The classic pretense is that the portrait is part of
a letter they are writing. Letters are a form of essentially private discourse.9
Once again, this strategy is associated with women: over three-quarters of
those who feign to be writing a letter in the Divers portraits are women.
While "the wall between public and private is a strong and serious one"
Quhasz 64), the women writers of portraits in the mid-seventeenth century are
situated in a kind of grey area between the two, making concessions to both.
On the one hand, Mlle de Montpensier hid behind her male secretary Segrais
in publishing the Divers portraits; on the other hand, she did choose to publish
the collection. Of course, "publish" may be a strong term given the situation:
only 30 copies (or 60, depending on the version of events accepted) (Mayer
138) were produced! A very private public indeed! Similarly, Mlle de Scudery
published her novels, but generally they appeared under her brother
Georges's name (Adam 2: 133).10 Thus, in the "portrait galant," discourse
plays at being both public and private at once, as though violating a boundary
while appearing to remain restrained and modest.
As we mentioned earlier, portraits provided a means of presenting a posi
tive image and identity for women. But the favourable tone itself led to the
second problem: flattery. The vast majority of the portraits in both Scudery's
novels and Mlle de Montpensier's collection are highly flattering. And the
overabundance of flattery led to considerable criticism and ridicule. The
problem is almost inevitable in portraiture. Indeed, the portrait form does not
lend itself to a balanced consideration, let alone to an objective one. Consider
the following brief examples from the Divers portraits:
There is no one who does not notice that you have a beautiful figure, rich and well
proportioned, that your body is majestic and clearly belongs to an individual of exalted birth;
that you have a noble, sweet, and charming air about you, that your hair is ash-blonde and so
beautiful that one almost never sees any to match it. (#44)
Her teeth can scarcely avoid being lovely,
For every day she puts in new ones;
And since she has produced fourteen or fifteen children,
Her breasts are less triumphant;
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Ne<lphile is not stocky,
She has hardly any fat on her at all;
Her hands are not greatly appreciated, nor are her arms. (# 103)

The discourse will tend either toward praise and flattery, or toward the
negative, resulting in denigration and satire. Description favors such extremes
because of the absence of formal limits (Cobley

399;

Hamon

15):

the text may

extend indefinitely, which a number of the portraits seem to do. Even in those
cases where the portraitist seeks to be even-handed, the length of the portrait,
its leisurely discussion of the physical and moral qualities of the object, and its
utter gratuitousness, give rise to the accusation of vanity.

Linked to flattery

as a problem is monotony. The portraits are highly

formulaic in nature. Andre Bertiere states the issue well: "a so strongly stereo
typed composition, progressing by means of the juxtaposition of parallel state
ments on themes known ahead of time, condemns the genre to a monotony
that is further exacerbated by a tendency toward idealizing"

(477).

The

portraits of this period typically touch upon such subjects as facial traits,
bearing,

hands,

figure,

friendship,

ambition,

temperament,

interest

in

reading, writing, speaking, attitude toward lies and gossip, judgment, and
religious piety. Very few deviate strongly from the conventional formulas. As
in the case of public/private discourse, there seems to be movement in
opposite directions: on the one hand, women are asserting themselves by
merely writing portraits, and the image they present is a positive one. On the
other hand, there seems to be considerable anxiety about making oneself
conspicuous. The spirit of conformism is strong and many of the portraits
sound unsettlingly similar.
Literary portraiture is also vulnerable to fragmentation. While the painted
portrait leads to a totalization, the literary portrait, because it is a linguistic
construct, presents a fractured view of the individual.11 Keating describes
Scudery's portraits as fragmented mirrors that have been pieced together
again (145). According to modem feminist thought, however, fragmentation is
the province of women, while unity is a traditionally masculine concept (Moi

160).

Fragmentation may indeed be a natural state for women, particularly

within the confines of a male world. What is disquieting within the portraits
themselves is the avowed faith in unity, the belief that the portrait will indeed
present the entire individual.12
The literary portrait is a form that was strongly appropriated by, and
appropriate to, women in the mid-seventeenth century. It gave women a
voice, a positive image, and effected a kind of legitimation of the self. In the
literary portrait the self was a subject worthy of discussion, of a written text,
and even of being published. At the same time, serious questions are raised by
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the genre: what is to be the image of women presented to an ever greater
public? How much does the complex activity of portraiture need to be hidden
under a veil of modesty? And an even more basic question: how does one
adequately describe a human being?
*

Portraits did not simply disappear in the 1660's, just as they did not appear
out of nowhere ten years earlier. But they did change, appearing in different
contexts and for different purposes. The portrait-collections were made up of
independent texts. And while Mlle de Scudery placed her portraits within the
context of narrative action, they were in fact fairly independent of the novels in
which they were found, 13 particularly as many of the portraits were under
stood to depict real-world individuals given the names of fictional characters.
As the vogue passed, however, portraits were used more and more within the
context of other texts, especially memoirs, history, and sermons. These texts
were also, in general, more public. While memoirs can be considered private
insofar as they present events from the subjective and limited point of view of
one person, they are also public documents. They are quasi-historical texts,
based on verifiable events. Portraits are used therein to introduce and to
situate characters. Both men and women wrote memoirs during this period
and it is not clear which group predominated. Certainly, the more public the
discourse, the more likely that the author was male. Mezeray's Histoire de
France gives considerable space to portraits. The sermons by Bourdaloue and
Bossuet, a form of discourse produced strictly for a public audience, contain
many portraits as well. And finally, La Bruyere's Caracteres is likewise aimed at
a public audience.
The presence of women's portraits becomes more problematic as the
centul)' progresses. Mme de Sevigne's letters contain numerous examples, but
her audience was intended to be private or at least highly restricted. The case
of Mme de Lafayette is a curious one. Her talents as a portraitist were
manifest in the portrait she did of Mme de Sevigne in Montpensier's Divers
portraits. Her novels, however, contain no true portraits, only brief, vague,
superlative-laden, abstract descriptions that do not touch upon specific
features (see Meltzer 75; Sarlet 199). The source of much of the historical
information for La Princesse de Cleves was Brantome, and he employed
numerous portraits in his relation of events; yet Lafayette chose not to do so
(Sarlet 197). The portrait seems to have been displaced in Lafayette's novels
from description to object: painted portraits play an important role in both
<.awe and La Princesse de C/ives, 14 but just as the princess is never described,
neither is the portrait that Nemours steals. Portraits became objects, not
discourse, in Lafayette's hands.
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The literary history of the portrait in the second half of the seventeenth
involves several superposed movements. The discourse shifts from
private to public, and from women to men. Furthermore, it moves from
flattery to morality and from the particular to the general. While morality and
ethics are not entirely neglected in the precieux portraits, they are hardly an
important preoccupation. Piety is mentioned in a number of the texts in
collections, and examples of moral edification can be found, such as the
portrait of Mlle la comtesse de Brienne by Mlle de Montpensier ( # 19 of the
Divers portraits). The general concern with flattery, however, preempts any
edifying value the portraits might have and leaves the object's virtues in vague,
superlative terms. The satirical portraits, such as those found in Furetiere's
Roman bourgeois or La Bruyere's Caracteres, by their criticism of the object, are
more closely linked to ethical ends. 15
The movement from the particular to the general duplicates on another
level the movement away from preciosity toward classicism. The precieux
portraits almost always refer to specific real-world individuals. Certainly
referential specificity is maintained in histories and memoirs, but satirical
texts such as Furetiere's and La Bruyere's no longer have a specific referent.
Furetiere explicitly rejects the personal nature of the portrait in his Roman
bourgeois: "do not waste your time trying to identify the person whose portrait
or story you believe that you recognize in order to apply it to Monsieur X or
Mademoiselle Y" (901 ). His protestations against reference are similar to those
of La Bruyere: both deny the possibility of finding keys to identify their
portraits.16 La Bruyere chronologically represents the final phase of the
historical development of the literary portrait in seventeenth-century France.
The genre has moved away from the personal and the intimate towards the
general and the abstract. The traits he describes are shared by a number of
individuals. La Bruyere's "caracteres" generally depict types rather than
specific individuals, and are didactic in intent, exposing rather than flattering
(see Harth 150).
century

*

Literary portraits do not belong only to the seventeenth century. While they
never again experience a period of popularity comparable to that in the
1650's, the form persists and becomes vital to both history and the novel as
they evolve in the following centuries. We have examined the general develop
ment of the portrait from the "portrait precieux" to the "caracteres" of La
Bruyere, and have seen how a genre closely linked to women came to be
associated with men. I would now like to consider the literary fortunes in the
last hundred years of the first group of portraits, those associated with women.
Essentially, the portrait which developed in the middle of the century has
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been relegated to a lowly status. While literary historians are likely to mention
the existence of "salon portraits," "portraits mondains," or "precieux
portraits," specific examples are rarely given and the portraits are not
anthologized. Rather they are denigrated as a group, trivialized, and
dismissed. Dijkstra sums up the problem very well: "much less is generally
known about the written portrait than about the Character. Unfortunately,
critics, perhaps influenced by the fact that portrait-writing was, in part, unjeu
de sociite, mostly engaged in and originated by women, have often dismissed
this 'petit genre' as Lanson called it" (25). Indeed, the majority of the many
negative statements made about these texts are based on the link between
portraits and women. Dirk Van der Cruysse. for example, accuses the genre,
or rather women, of being excessive:
It goes without saying that this literary fashion was culuvated above all by women. . . .That

explains in part the often precieuse and affected quality of this literature.... The excesses of this

literature were ascnbed entirely to women ( 41 ).

For Jacques Prevot, portraits are similarly limited:
Neither spontaneity nor personal observation can go beyond the level of flattery, of social
conventions. Because it is not well established, the technique becomes pedantic, as does the
vocabulary which 1s less rich than specialized, and less specialized than frozen

(I I).

Certainly, the precieux portraits are open to attack on the grounds of excess or
of flattery; what is curious is the line of reasoning that these individuals follow,
linking exc.ess to women or flattery to a total failure of style. One tactic of
recuperation of the literary portrait is to divide the genre into two groups,
"that of tradition and that of the social world." Bertiere leaves no doubt about
the associaton of the masculine with the historical portrait and the feminine
with the precieux portrait.17
The trivialization of the "women's portrait" takes some surprising forms.
While devoting a lengthy thesis to the subject, Plantie states that one of the
main interests that the "portrait mondain" has for modern readers is that it
elicited attacks from some of the best writers of the century (such as Sorel,
Moliere, Furetiere, and Boileau; all males) (13). This is hardly a compelling
defense of the genre. Philippe Sellier, taking a different perspective, praises the
role of women during the period and credits them with the rise of the portrait:
The feminine networks . . .have played a decisive role in lessening the ngidity of the language,
in refining psychological analysis, in the popularity of the portrait and of epistolary literature;
they have contributed to the success of the most lively genre of the period, the novel .. . What
we are talking about here is the most dazzling moment for women in the history of French
culture.
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However, to what does he attribute this success? "A 'white' hysteria", a
"prkieuse neurosis" (119-20)!
The literary history of seventeenth-century France is conceived of and
constructed in such a way as to either minimize the role of the portraits
associated with women, or else to give credit for the literary portrait to men.
Either way, women are essentially eliminated from the literary canon. For
Bertiere the "game of portraits" when balanced against the long male histor
ical tradition, "is but an accident in the history of French literature, whose
importance it would be foolish to overestimate" (478). The feminine discourse
of the portrait is thus reduced to a meaningless episode in the long line of
masculine literary history. A similar vogue in England, that of the Character,
is associated primarily with male writers and is coincidentally not the butt of
ridicule and trivialization. But in France, portraits are only valuable insofar as
they rise above or deny their feminine origins. Prevot presents the portraits in
Bussy-Rabutin's memoirs as just such an improvement: "in the place of these
artificial and awkwardly idealized depictions, Bussy-Rabutin substitutes the
work of an artist preoccupied with human truth" (11). Most interesting, in my
opinion, is the following attempt to give the portrait solidly male origins:
portrait, as a true genre, only came mto bemg when it was detached from all
context and developed independently, thereby attaining the same dignity as the painted portrait
from which it borrows an entire pictoral, technical vocabulary (brush, pencil, shadowing,
canvas, air, manner). The first to have conceived of the literary portrait in this fashion,
according to A. Franz, was Georges de Scudery. Undertaking a portrait of Cardinal Richelieu
in about 1636, he invoked the name of Philippe de Champagne (1602-1674) who had painted a
portrait of the cardinal, and whose fame as a portraitist was beginning to spread at that time.
Despite all of our research efforts in the Bibliotheque Nationale, we have not been able to locate
that independent portrait, which A. Franz found in a collection of Oeuvres diverses by Georges de
Scudery, located in the Royal Library of Dresden (Van der Cruysse 34).
The literary

The supposedly male origins of the portrait rest on an admittedly unverifiable
assertion made in a 1905 dissertation by another male, Arthur Franz.
The most frequent attack against the "portrait precieux" is the most simple.
The existence of portraits associated with women is acknowledged, but these
women are relegated to the position of forerunners of the only portraitist
worth reading, La Bruyere. This version of literary history dates back to the
nineteenth century. Fournel calls Les Caracteres "a collection of portraits raised
to the most perfect point of the genre" (qtd. in Levrault 60). For Sainte-Beuve,
the originality of La Bruyere
not that of having created portraits, helter skelter, off the top of his head, as in a society game,
before him, but of having made them concise, profound, clever, well
18
composed, satirical; in a word as only a great painter could (qtd. in Paquot-Pierret 67).

is

as they were done
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Even Barthelemy, who edited the most recent version we have of the portrait
collections, subscribed to this theory of historical progression toward the
author of the Caracteres: "La Bruyere was to make of this vogue a great literary
genre" (iii). Modern critics read this particular chapter of literary history in
precisely the same manner. For Peter Brooks the Caracteres are the culmina
tion of a long-standing social and literary trend, "a summa of seventeenth
century portraiture, the end-term of a society's effort to portray, take stock of,
and give meaning to itself" (77).
The message is simple: La Bruyere, a man, perfected what women began.
There is no need to read these women portraitists, because their work is
second-rate. Their efforts have been effectively eliminated from the literary
canon, leaving only La Bruyere.19 Indeed the precieux portraits are quite
difficult to find: there are no modern editions of the Divers portraits nor of any
other collection. Scudery's novels have been reissued, but not reedited and
there is no index which might permit the reader to locate portraits.
It is not my intent to undertake a rehabilitation of women's portraits on
aesthetic grounds. I certainly do not have the space to examine portraits
individually. I can only state that a number of texts offer considerably more
than a monotonous enumeration of flattering traits. Efforts at innovation were
numerous and often successful.20 Nor do I seek to denigrate La Bruyere's
genius for portraiture. I merely want to demonstrate how literary history has
consigned a group of texts to oblivion.
Why has this occurred? The answer may have to do with gender differences
in reading. The portrait is attacked for being monotonous. Is it possible that
the perception of monotony is a male one, and that the women involved (as
well as the many, many readers of Scudery's novels) saw portraits as not
monotonous at all? Is it possible that we read with a male sense of aesthetics,
that the absence of the structuring principle of beginning, middle, and end
makes it difficult if not unappealing to read a text? Perhaps the problem is not
gender-linked, but rather a question of changes in ideology. The qualities
described are no longer those we consider noteworthy in a person. Further
more, the portraits are perhaps too topical in their reference to specific
individuals, and thus lose their interest with the passage of time. May we
simply say that, given our present literary preoccupations, this group of
portraits is of far less interest in literary terms than are those of La Bruyere?
Or perhaps these portraits might indeed be appreciated, if only they were
available to be read?
There are no final answers, of course. I cannot help but believe that the
association of women with these portraits is in part responsible for the sorry
fortune they have encountered, both in the seventeenth century and since.
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texts in large measure by women and about women. Nadia Rigaud
"a patriarchal civilization that undervalues women attributes import
ance and value to feminine actions only to the extent that they have something
to do with men" (qtd. in Maclean 64). It is not surprising that male society
showed little interest in portraiture until it had been transformed into a male
dominated literary form.
A final footnote. The most extensive work on this group of portraits has
been done by two women, Rebecca Tingle Keating ("The Literary Portraits in
the Novels of Mlle de Scudery") and Jacqueline Plantie ("La Mode du
Portrait litteraire en France clans la societe mondaine [1641-1681]"). In both
cases, one in the U.S. and the other in France, the works appeared in the form
of dissertations, both excellent, neither of which has ever been published, for
whatever reasons. Furthermore, neither of these women has published work
on the literary portrait. Their silence is a consistent continuation of the fate of
seventeenth-century women's portraiture.
These

are

states:

NOTES
1.

2.
3.

What is meant by the term "portrait" is a description of an individual, including both
external and internal traits, and extending for anywhere from a paragraph to several pages
in length.
This edition combines the 59 portraits of the Divers portraits and the 98 portraits from the
two competing editions of the Recueil des Portraits et Elnges.
The important role of women in this variety of literary portraiture does not of course
preclude men from its practice, as Jacqueline Plantie notes (33). Bussy-Rabutin's Histoire
5 of women) which are
similar in style to those found in Scudery's novels and the portrait collections.
Patricia Meyer Spacks states: "women dominate their own expenence by imagining it,
giving it form, wnting about It" (322). See also Ruth Carver Capasso, 97.
Dorothy Backer states that portraits "look beyond the accidental elements of a life, to
amoureuse des Gaul.es (1660) contains 21 portraits (16 of men and

4.
5.

present an abstract version of it, valid for eternity" (15). Wendy Steiner links the portrait
with the ancient funerary statue, the "stele," in that both are gestures of preservation
6.

7.
8.

9.

(5).

Edward Sa'id calls this structuring principle "patnarchal" (162).
The translation is mine, as are all other translations unless otheiwise indicated.
The excuse of an order to wnte is found in 17'1o of the portraits in the Dwers portraits and
24% of those in the Gal.erie des portraits. The majority of those offering such excuses are
women.
As Roger Duchene has noted, Mme de Sevigne's letters became public against her will
(vii).

10. It is curious that the portraits within her novels were universally thought to be of her hand
and not of her brother's. See Keating, 107.
11. Roland Le Huenen and Paul Perron discuss the constraints inherent in description: "the
very verbal discontinuity ..., through sequencing, deconstructs the original unity of the
object" (714).
12. Keating states that Scudery was mistakenly confident that the conscientious aggregation of
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numerous details would unfailingly reveal with perfect fidelity the whole person
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(175).

See

Michel Foucault on the belief m the adequacy of language dunng the seventeenth century

(322).

13.

As were her conversations, which she herself exerpted and republished later. I am grateful

14.

John D. Lyons notes that in ;:_aide, a figure is effaced and a portrait misnamed,

to James Gaines for this point.

m

the

15.

Pnncesse de Cleves, a portrait is stolen and a painting is misappropriated (176 ).
Jean Serroy notes the similarity between the two authors and calls them both "'morahstes"

16.

La Bruyere in his "D1scours de reception a l'Academie franr,:a1se," describes the source of

17.

(628).

his "caracteres:" "I took one trait from here and another from there;"

(498).

"That of tradition: for the practice of the historical portrait, which the humanists borrowed
from the Ancients, remained ahve and healthy. That of the social world, which has
deformed this tradition, and which, under the influence of the stylish salons, has given rise

18.
19.

to the ephemeral fashion of the so-called 'precieux' portrait"

(475 ).

Similarly for Lanson it was La Bruyere who "separated, isolated the portrait, giving it its

artistic form and its philosophical value" (qtd. m Paquot-Pierret

4).

Joan Dejean speaks of a similar process with respect to the seventeenth-century novel.
Women whose role in the development of the novel in France was capital (particularly
Mlle de Scudery) have been effectively eliminated from the literary canon. Only Mme de

20.

Lafayette is spared.
Plantie discusses the large number of variations that Montpensier herself brought to the
genre: the false self-portrait, the double portrait of the same person, the description of
individuals who

arc

not attractive, the group portrait, the portrait describing someone

already described by another, etc. (173).
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